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Summary

We welcome the opportunity to contribute to this review examining the capability, culture and operating model of the APS. Under five headings – Middle Manager Capability, Navigating the 4th Industrial Revolution, Performance Measurement, Delivering Fair Outcomes for Citizens and Rethinking Machinery of Government Changes - our submission addresses the following aspects of the review:

- driving innovation and productivity in the economy
- delivering high quality policy advice, regulatory oversight, programs and services
- tackling complex, multi-sectoral challenges in collaboration with the community, business and citizens
- improving citizens’ experience of government and delivering fair outcomes for them
- acquiring and maintaining the necessary skills and expertise to fulfil its responsibilities

Our recommendations in brief:

1. There is a need to rethink not only the types of skills required for middle managers from ‘hard’ to ‘soft’ skills, but also the way that such skills should be identified, developed, embedded and modelled in the APS so that they become habitual.

2. The APS should develop more effective skills and approaches to considering what the implications of new technologies might be and guard against these disadvantaging particular groups.

3. A critical appraisal of the data, motivations, rewards systems and techniques that underpin different performance measurement approaches and the system architecture and processes needed to advance implementation is needed. The APS should adopt a pragmatic approach that facilitates accountability and improvement at multiple levels.

4. The APS must find a way to ensure citizens enjoy the benefits of market approaches to delivering public services while protecting those vulnerable to market-produced inequities. Institutional architecture created to produce public value can be both a barrier to defining policy problems, and to collaborating across government departments, tiers of government and sectors and with citizens to address those problems.

5. Machinery of government changes should be implemented sparingly. However, when they are considered necessary to achieving desired outcomes, APS departments should: establish an integration team that focuses exclusively on developing and implementing integration strategies; communicate information about changes more clearly and effectively to the workforce; provide opportunities for cross-departmental interaction; focus on enhancing cultural learning across the relevant departments; and ensure that individuals and groups within combined functions / departments are formally developed, mentored and resourced to undertake intra-departmental boundary spanning roles.
Middle Manager Capability

When considering the scope of the review it is clear that, although there will be some technical issues affecting long term choices and outcomes, the factor that will make the biggest contribution is achieving high performance through the capacity, capability and skills of employees. This will be important at all levels, but we suggest that an area that needs particular consideration is the middle management cohort.

Much has been written about the need for effective senior leadership, and we would endorse this requirement. However, we suggest that a major issue for the current APS is developing a highly effective middle manager cohort and one which is able to effectively support change. Recent research by Buick, Blackman and Johnson suggests that change management could be improved through middle managers actively undertaking a change intermediary role where they make sense of the change intent, operationalise it, and provide role clarity for employees. Doing so enables employees to make sense of, reframe and implement the change. Adopting a change intermediary role would not only reduce resistance to change, but support the introduction and adoption of innovation. However, the research showed that, although the importance of middle managers is recognised, many have undertaken inadequate development, particularly prior to becoming a middle manager, to adequately prepare them for this role.

A common approach by many APS organisations is to look for superstar employees through talent management policies; these employees are then given many development opportunities. Those identified as underperforming are also targeted for development. However, in many cases, the majority of employees who are performing at level – so are neither superstars nor underperforming - are left to “muddle through”. They might be offered “acting” opportunities, but the efficacy of these is very dependent on others taking an active interest in ensuring that learning actually takes place during the acting period. For this to happen, the incumbent of the management role (who is often the person away) and the person to whom they are now reporting, albeit temporarily, must work together to ensure this is a learning activity. This relates to another issue identified in our research – that for the 70:20:10 learning and development framework, which is widely used across the APS, to be effective and enable capability development - social learning needs to act as an integrative mechanism of formal and experiential learning (see Blackman et al. 2016). It is well established that formal training has a number of inherent limitations; while some core skills can be transferred and integrated into work relatively easily, more complex tacit knowledge – such as people management - is harder to develop and to transfer, particularly in the government sector (see Awoniyi et al., 2002; Kirwan & Birchall, 2006; McCracken, Brown, & O’Kane, 2012). Therefore, organisations need to actively support their employees in applying and implementing their new knowledge. This requires adequate development of senior managers and middle managers to act as mentors and coaches. We suggest that, as a part of the review, there needs to be a rethinking of not only the types of skills required from “hard” to “soft” but also the way that such skills should be identified, developed, embedded and role modelled so that they become habitual.

A key issue in this will be allocating and enforcing accountability for identifying (a) what skills are needed; (b) who makes sure the skills are acquired; and (c) who ensures acquired skills are embedded into everyday work practices. To date, it appears that many managers and leaders do not see employee
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capability development as a core part of their role. An over-focus on technical skills during recruitment processes serves to embed this problem, with people management seen as an add-on, rather than as a core job responsibility.

It seems to us that anything the APS is trying to achieve – i.e. driving innovation; increasing productivity; delivering high quality policy advice, regulatory oversight, programs and services; tackling complex, multi-sectoral challenges in collaboration with the community, business and citizens; and/or improving citizens’ experiences of government and delivering fair outcomes for them - will require organisations to support their managers at all levels to acquire and embed suitable skills so that they feel empowered, able to make decisions and undertake their roles effectively.

Navigating the 4th Industrial Revolution

The theme of technology and how this will change the way in which the APS operates and the skills and capabilities required is a key theme of the review. There are significant developments underway in fields such as robotics, artificial intelligence, additive manufacturing (3D printing), virtual reality and blockchain that hold the potential to make a significant impact on public services and public service delivery. However, this impact will be contingent on the ability of the APS to be ready to adapt to these technologies and to have the capability to work with others in readying the public service sector to adopt these in a fair and ethical manner. For all of the positive factors that these technologies bring, they also have the potential to bring with them negative impacts.

One of the challenges in facing these new technologies is the readiness for change within the APS. The Public Service Research Group is currently undertaking research into robotics in care services (funded by the Australia and New Zealand School of Government) and the study will report later this year with data from interviews being currently analysed. The early indications of this study suggest that many parts of the APS (and public services more broadly) are ill-prepared for the changes that growing use of these technologies will bring. Many interviewees who we spoke to in the APS suggest that as yet thinking has been limited in terms of the types of changes that will required and a lack of foresight given to the potential implications of these technologies. Interviews revealed perspectives suggesting that many areas of the APS are waiting for technologies to develop further and become more embedded before being widely used. This situation is problematic for at least two reasons.

Firstly, it is well established in the literature that the Australian public service faces a challenge in respect to policy implementation. Some of the reason for this relates to the types of assumptions that are made about implementation processes. Work needs to be done to ensure that public service organisations have the skills and capabilities to implement and adjust for technological developments. That this is a challenge already with respect to 4th industrial revolution technologies is indicated in the fact that despite being world leading in many areas of cyber-physical systems research, Australia ranks 18th in the world in application of industrial robots, with 50% fewer firms engaged in automation compared to leading countries.

Secondly and more importantly, failing to carefully consider these technologies may mean that important factors are not considered until there is a public outcry over an issue. Many of these technologies have potential implications in terms of the ways in which services are currently regulated. For example, in relation to 3D printing, Dickinson argues that these technologies raise a series of dilemmas for policy makers in terms of the role of government, how regulation is operated and intellectual property is managed. If these issues are not resolved before the widespread use of these technologies, then it is likely that we will see a number of incidents emerge that focus attention on these issues. Developing the capacity and capabilities to deal with new technologies will require significant engagement with a wide range of different stakeholders.
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As outlined above, as well as bringing many positives, there is the potential for these technologies to have some negative and potentially damaging implications and it is important that these are considered in detail and before they are rolled out in a more substantive way. Many of these technologies have the potential to create new forms of data about individuals and much of this may be highly sensitive in nature. This new class of data has the potential to be used by corporations in ways that disadvantage individuals.\textsuperscript{16} Moreover, many of these technologies have the potential to exacerbate current disadvantage and inequalities.\textsuperscript{17} The APS therefore needs to develop more effective skills and approaches to considering what the implications of technologies might be and guard against these disadvantaging particular groups.

Performance Measurement

Performance measurement is a central feature of modern public administration used by governments across the world to enhance accountability for outcomes and drive improvements in service delivery\textsuperscript{18}. The deployment and use of performance data together with other incentives in performance management systems enables governments to adopt arms-length regulatory approaches to managing public services as they move to more market based delivery\textsuperscript{19} \textsuperscript{20}. Performance management is increasingly used by governments to achieve external accountability for outcomes and internally by services to generate formative data for quality improvement\textsuperscript{21}.

Research suggests that implementation of these systems is highly context dependent and the extent to which different approaches can be implemented by governments varies according to the pre-existing relationships and policy levers within individual systems. There is evidence that assurance approaches which use performance data together with financial incentives such as pay-for-performance are associated with unintended consequences including gaming, measurement fixation and tunnel vision in healthcare\textsuperscript{22} and may undermine professional motivations and trust\textsuperscript{23} which inhibits collaboration needed to ensure integrated high-quality services. For these reasons, governments are moving to adopt more hybrid approaches, aligning different accountability mechanisms, both ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ to drive improvement across public services\textsuperscript{24}. These include continuous quality improvement networks and professional approaches that leverage provider legitimacy and authority for using data to achieve desired outcomes; and assurance approaches using public reporting, financial incentives and contractual mechanisms as the stimulus for change.

Our research in health and social care\textsuperscript{25} suggests that Australia’s approach has focused on the development of performance indicators without due consideration of the ways in which these can be used to achieve desired outcomes, nor to the alignment of different approaches to develop and embed a comprehensive and flexible approach to performance management. A critical appraisal of the
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motivations, rewards systems and techniques that underpin different approaches, and the kind of data, system architecture and processes needed to advance implementation and increase adaptive capacity for change is needed. We recommend the APS adopt a pragmatic approach that facilitates accountability and improvement at multiple levels if government is to realise the potential of performance measurement systems, particularly as the availability and use of different types of data expands rapidly into the future.

Delivering Fair Outcomes for Citizens

The Australian government is tackling increasingly complex, multi-sectoral challenges in a constantly shifting environment. This calls for sophisticated understanding within the APS of the local, national, regional, and global factors that can impact on delivery of public policy outcomes, the strategic environment in which public sector employees and agents operate, and the relationships needed to achieve complex policy goals. In recent years, the government’s default position to achieve fair outcomes for citizens in this environment has been to embrace private sector style approaches to designing and delivering public services, with the aim of being more responsive, accountable and efficient. This includes expanding public service markets, through commissioning, competitive tendering or personalised budgets, intended to promote efficacy and efficiency through competition, and to cater to citizens’ diverse needs and circumstances. Yet research shows that while some citizens benefit from these approaches, others are marginalised. Factors that drive inequalities, such as age, gender, level of education, disability, health, access to technology, socioeconomic status, residential location and household structure, emerge as clear fault lines in systems underpinned by these principles and as previously noted, digital government can exacerbate this. The flow-on costs of this inequity ripple across government and the community.

Institutional architecture created to produce public value can be both a barrier to defining policy problems, and to collaborating across government departments, tiers of government and sectors and with citizens to address those problems. The skill sets needed for the public service workforce to negotiate and build shared priorities and values in this environment of competing interests include technical skills, professional skills, and relational skills. They entail a shift from authority to diplomacy and pragmatism, balancing accountability with experimentation, recognising that context matters, understanding that diversity is crucial to design and implement fair policy, and clear-eyed appraisal of citizens’ experience of government across a broad spectrum of needs and circumstances. To fulfil the social contract between government and citizens, the APS must find a way to ensure citizens enjoy the benefits of market models while protecting those vulnerable to market-produced inequities.

Rethinking machinery of government changes

The APS review aims to ensure the APS is fit-for-purpose to meet challenges of the future. Key to this is, amongst other things, the capacity and capability of the APS to meet core responsibilities and deliver functions, with a focus on efficiency, effectiveness, improving citizens’ experience of government and being an ‘employer of choice’. We argue, however, that a major impediment to achieving these

aspirations is the reliance on structural change as a mechanism for achieving supposed gains, such as governmental policy priorities, and improved coordination, effectiveness and efficiency.

Our research into machinery of government (MoG) changes suggests that they are frequently enacted but poorly implemented and are, therefore, unlikely to deliver on anticipated gains. Our research demonstrates that many MoG changes are highly disruptive, particularly when they involve functions / departments with fundamentally different organisational cultures and they are implemented within a short timeframe. Many MoG changes are implemented in relatively short timeframes, with public servants claiming that inadequate time is devoted to planning, ensuring cultural fit between functions / departments, and implementing the change effectively. This means that not only are functions / departments merged that are culturally incompatible, but departments are provided with inadequate time to work through critical differences and establish a plan for how to effectively integrate different cultures. As a result, they are unable to provide sufficient consideration to how to establish mechanisms to facilitate integration across disparate groups, often leading to these groups operating in isolation to one another and, therefore, not achieving the anticipated gains. Our research also suggests that these issues are exacerbated for those working in ‘support’ functions, such as finance, IT and human resources, as this is where personnel are combined and departmental differences in policies, processes, cultures, managerial approaches and so on are most stark. Finally, our research also indicates that the period of disruption and dysfunction from structural change can be long-lived, due to insufficient time to develop practices to overcome dysfunction induced by structural change. This is particularly a problem when departments undergo multiple MoG changes within a short period as they do not have sufficient time to recover from each change before embarking on a new one. Overall, our research indicates that the disruptive nature of many MoG changes undermine the capacity and capability of the APS to meet core responsibilities and deliver functions in an efficient and effective manner.

Our research supports findings from the UK that structural changes are highly disruptive. They are often associated with high transition costs associated with staff being distracted from daily operational business as they change jobs, re-locate and develop new standard operating procedures. These issues are often exacerbated due to the insufficient time allocated to planning and implementing the changes, with little time devoted to longer term issues such as synergy identification, corporate planning, and how to establish effective human resources, operations, and finance functions. Finally, and most concerning, a study in the UK also found that structural changes are expensive, estimating that establishing a new department costs at least £15m in the first year alone. High costs often emerge as a result of needing to cover additional resourcing (people and facilities), productivity losses and pay settlements.

We have been unable to find comparable figures in the APS, but nonetheless cite this study to highlight the costly nature of MoG changes.
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Based on our own research – and that of other academics - we recommend that the government and APS only initiate MoG changes when it is absolutely necessary for achieving desired outcomes. In doing so, we recommend that the government and the senior executive service (SES) within the APS consider if there are other mechanisms that could be pursued to achieve the desired outcomes. For example, if the aim is to enhance greater inter-departmental working, then consideration could be devoted to the likelihood of other mechanisms achieving the same objective. It is recognised that coordination and collaboration occur along a continuum of activities, ranging from informal and intermittent (cooperation), to more formalized, yet short-term (coordination) to more formalized, long-term and integrated (collaboration) arrangements (see, for example, Keast, Brown and Mandell 2007\(^\text{42}\)). Thus, consideration could be devoted to whether the anticipated gains could be better achieved through cooperation, coordination (i.e. inter-departmental committees and working groups, taskforces etc.) and/or collaboration (i.e. joint teams).

When it is determined that a MoG change is, in fact, necessary then we suggest more time is devoted to the planning process. Planning should include an assessment of likely complementarities and incompatibilities, highlighting potential problematic areas. Then attention should be devoted to how to enhance integration across merged entities. We outline our recommendations for APS departments in detail in Buick, Carey and Pescud (2018)\(^\text{43}\), but in brief they include:

- Establishing an integration team that focuses exclusively on developing and implementing integration strategies;
- Devoting closer attention to effective communication to enable employee understanding of the rationale for the change, anticipated benefits, and the desired new organisational identity;
- Utilising performance management to support employees through the change process in order to provide role clarity;
- Providing opportunities and forums for employees from the different groups to engage in dialogue, and share ideas, learnings and knowledge; and
- Focusing on enhancing cultural learning across the organisation through being able to discuss differences and synergies, establish a better understanding of how the groups could enhance cooperation and work together.

Finally, we also recommend that the SES within APS departments ensure that individuals and groups within the combined functions / departments are adequately developed and supported to undertake intra-departmental boundary spanning roles. These activities may involve creating dedicated boundary spanning roles where individuals and groups work across structural, cultural and/or functional boundaries. We suggest these individuals and groups should be formally developed, mentored and provided with adequate resources to undertake their roles.\(^\text{44}\)
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